
 

It was a moment of complete chaos and mayhem. Traffic gridlock in the city was such that it took fifteen minutes just to cross
the road. When the lights turned red, cars and buses were packed to capacity with passengers desperately trying to exit before an
already angry mob did something rash. It seemed like this situation could not get any worse than it did, until one lone man
stepped out and began singing a song — something he had not done since he was a child — making all of life’s troubles
disappear in front of his eyes. This man was Zafar Khan (Ali Zafar), a small time conman from a small town in Pakistan. He
was desperately trying to get his hands on the money that an American couple had conned out of him. Getting it back would be
easy; he had already found them, but getting to the money before they did would be an entirely different story. A series of
coincidences led him to adopt this town as his own, becoming something of a local hero, while searching for his long lost
relatives. He was reunited with his father; who he thought was dead; and started looking after his younger brother. His father,
Salim Khan (Shehryar Zaidi), was a struggling musician who had been trying to learn how to sing for years. He was disowned by
his family and spent years trying to teach himself, but with no success. It is only after Zafar’s arrival that he begins to realize his
dream of becoming a singer. The movie ends with US couple getting arrested and Zafar coming back to the town along with his
younger brother.  

The film has a very critical reception. The Daily Mirror wrote a negative review for this film, writing that the film is "a
thoroughly depressing tale of a man's descent into madness." 

The major actors have been nominated for two awards which are Filmfare Awards 2017 and Star Guild Awards 2017. 

The movie grossed around in India on its opening day. In its first week of release the movie grossed approx Rs 12.5 million
from all theaters in India. In its second week of release the movie was seen by approx 15 - 18 crore from all countries including
India and its worldwide opening was around . The total worldwide box office collections of this movie is approx . The movie has
been nominated for 3 awards. The film received a positive response from the critics.

The theme song of the film was sung by Ali Zafar and Neeti Mohan, written by Amitabh Bhattacharya. It featured a rap by Ali
Zafar and Neeti Mohan. The lyrics were penned by Amitabh Bhattacharya and original music composed by Yo Yo Honey
Singh. The song was well received from critics as the rap line from the movie "Manje bhi meri rani kasam se laut" is recreated
in the song "Manke Rani Kasam Se Laut".
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